Probing the decay coordinate of the green fluorescent protein: arrest of cis-trans isomerization by the protein significantly narrows the fluorescence spectra.
The fluorescence spectra of the wild-type green fluorescence protein (wt-GFP) and the anionic form of p-hydroxybenzylidenedimethylimidazolone (p-HBDI), which models the protein chromophore, were obtained in the 80-300 K temperature range in glycerol/water solvent. The protein spectra have pronounced and well-resolved vibronic structure, at least at lower temperatures. In contrast, the chromophore spectra are very broad and structureless even at the lowest temperatures. Analysis of the spectra shows that the experimentally observed red-shift of the protein spectrum upon heating is apparently caused by quadratic vibronic coupling of the torsional deformation (TD) of the phenyl single bond of the chromophore to the electronic transition. The broad spectra of the chromophore manifest the contribution of different conformations in the glycerol/water solvent. In particular, the lowest-temperature spectrum reflects the distribution over the same TD coordinate in the excited electronic state, which essentially contributes to the asymmetry of the spectrum. Upon heating, motion along this coordinate leads to a configuration from which the radiationless transition takes place. This narrows the distribution along the TD coordinate, causing a more symmetric fluorescence spectrum. We were able to reconstruct the broad, structureless fluorescence spectra of p-HBDI in glycerol/water solutions at various temperatures by convoluting the original wt-GFP spectra with the function describing the distribution of the transition energies of the p-HBDI chromophore. Thus, both the fluorescence broadening and increase in radiationless transition upon removal of the protein chromophore to bulk solvent are consistent with decay by a barrierless TD of the phenyl single bond.